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Abstract. In the present work, a new representation of fingerprints in
form of geometric graph, is proposed. This representation is obtained
by fusing two previously defined approaches found in the literature and
proves to be very tolerant to occlusions and distortions in the minu-
tiae. Also, a novel matching fingerprint algorithm that uses geometric
graphs was introduced. The mentioned algorithm applies frequent geo-
metric subgraph mining in order to match fingerprint representations for
computing a final similarity score. The introduced proposal reports very
promising accuracy values and it applies a new approach allowing many
future improvements.
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1 Introduction

Biometrics can be seen as the automatic use of physical or behavioural charac-
teristics to identify or verify the identity of a person. One of the most commonly
used techniques in biometric systems is the comparison of fingerprints. The ridge
patterns found in fingers and other parts of the human body are unique, pro-
viding enough information to distinguish a specific person from the rest. Also,
these patterns can be extracted in a simple manner, which makes the use of
fingerprints a very reliable technique.The goal of fingerprint recognition is to
determine if two impressions were generated by the same finger or not, and it
is a very treated topic in literature. However, even when there are some very
effective solutions, this problem can not be considered entirely solved. In fact,
the design of more accurate and efficient algorithms is still a topic of interest.

Most fingerprint recognition algorithms use minutiae in order to represent
characteristic information. Minutiae are singularities in the ridge patterns, which
are classified as bifurcations and terminations. A bifurcation is a point in which
a ridge bifurcates, while a termination represents the termination of a ridge.
Another very used feature is the direction of minutiae. This characteristic is
defined as the angle formed between the horizontal axis and the tangent of the
ridge associated to the minutiae, in counter clock wise. Even when there are
some features extraction methods that report good results [1], they can fail
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under occlusion conditions. In this work, minutiae and their directions are used
in order to define a fingerprint representation as a geometric graph. Thus, the
fusion of two previously defined representations is used. The introduced matching
algorithm uses frequent geometric subgraphs between the representation of two
impressions, and it states coherence geometric criterion for calculating a similar-
ity score. This approach represents a new perspective for fingerprint matching
presenting very promising results. The rest of this work is organized as follows.
The Section 2, introduces some theoretical formulations necessary for the under-
standing of the work. Section 3 is dedicated to the definition of the fingerprints
representation. Section 4 introduces the algorithm for finding matches between
the representations of two impressions. Finally, the experimental results that
validate our proposal are shown in Section 5 and the final conclusions are given
in Section 6.

2 Introduction to Geometric Graphs

Undirected geometric graphs are used as base for modeling fingerprints in this
work. This kind of graph and their properties are defined as follows:

Definition 1 (Label domain). Let LV and LE be label sets, where LV is a
set of vertex labels and LE represents a sets of edge labels, the label domain of
every label is denoted by L = LV ∪ LE.

Definition 2 (Geometric graph). A geometric graph in L is a 5-tuple, G =
(V,E, I, J,K) where V is a set of vertexes, E ⊆ {{u, v} | u, v ∈ V, u �= v} is a
set of edges (the edge {u, v} connects the vertexes u and v), I : V → LV is a
function that assigns labels to vertexes, J : E → LE is a function that assigns
labels to edges, and finally K : V → R2 is a function that assigns coordinates to
vertexes, R represents the set of real numbers, and K(u) �= K(v) for each u �= v.

Definition 3 (Topological isomorphism). Let G1 = (V1, E1, I1, J1,K1) and
G2 = (V2, E2, I2, J2,K2) be two geometric graphs, G1 is a topological subgraph
of G2 if V1 ⊆ V2, E1 ⊆ E2, ∀u ∈ V1, I1(u) = I2(u), and ∀e ∈ E1, J1(e) = J2(e).
ALso, f is a topological isomorphism between G1 and G2 if f : V1 → V2 is a bijec-
tive function where ∀u ∈ V1, I1(u) = I2(f(u)), and ∀{u, v} ∈ E1, {f(u), f(v)} ∈
E2 ∧ J1({u, v}) = J2({f(u), f(v)}).

When a topological isomorphism exists between G1 and G2, we can say that G1

and G2 are topologically isomorphic.
In the geometric context, two graphs may be geometrically similar having

different vertex coordinates. An example of this can be seen in Figure 1(a). This
situation takes place when one of the graphs is rotated, moved or scaled with
respect to the other. That is why it is necessary to take in consideration the
best geometric transformation for matching the two involved graphs, obtaining
a geometric isomorphism. Let G1 = (V1, E1, I1, J1,K1) and G2 = (V2, E2, I2,
J2,K2) be two topologically isomorphic geometric graphs. Let f be a topological
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isomorphism between G1 and G2. A geometric transformation in R2 is defined
as a function T : R2 → R2 which can be characterized by a scale factor λ, a
rotation angle ω, and a traslation (tx, ty).

On the other hand, the error of a geometric transformation can be computed
using the following expression:

ε(T ) =

∑
v∈V1

‖K1(v) − T (K2(f(v)))‖
‖V1‖ . (1)

Let G1 = (V1, E1, I1, J1,K1) and G2 = (V2, E2, I2, J2,K2) be two topologically
isomorphic geometric graphs with n vertexes. Let f be an isomorphism between
G1 and G2. The geometric transformation T associated to G1 and G2 is defined
as the transformation that minimizes the error ε(T ). Using this measure, the
concept of geometric isomorphism can be defined.

Definition 4 (Isomorphism τ-tolerant). Let T be the transformation asso-
ciated to the topologically isomorphic geometric graphs G1 and G2. We can say
that G1 and G2 are isomorphic τ -tolerant if ε(T ) < τ .

In this case, the geometric similarity between two graphs G1 and G2 τ -tolerant
can be defined with the following expression:

φ(G1, G2) =
1
nτ

∑

v∈V1

‖K1(v) − T (K2(f(v)))‖. (2)

In this way, given two geometric graphs G1 = (V1, E1, I1, J1,K1) and G2 =
(V2, E2, I2, J2,K2), G1 is a geometric subgraph of G2 if some topological sub-
graph of G2 is isomorphic τ -tolerant with G1.

In Figure 1(b), an example of a geometric transformation T associated to
two graphs, can be seen. The distances between the corresponding vertexes are
pointed with arrows. If the average value of these distances is higher than the
tolerance threshold τ , the graphs are not isomorphic τ -tolerant. In the illustrated
case, the first edge of each graph was used to compute T .
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Fig. 1. Transformation applied to isomorphic τ -tolerant geometric graphs.
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Definition 5 (Support set). Let D = {G1, G2, . . . , G|D|} be a collection of
geometric graphs and let δ be a predefined frequency threshold. The support set
of a graph g is defined as the set Gi ∈ D composed by the graphs where g is
geometric subgraph. The notations Δ(g,D) and σ(g,D) = |Δ(g,D)| are used for
referring the support set and the frequency of g in D, respectively. A graph g is
frequent in a collection D if σ(g,D) ≥ δ.

Definition 6 (Geometric occurrence). Let g and G be two geometric graphs,
such that g is a geometric subgraph of G, the topological subgraph g′ of G, iso-
morphic τ -tolerant with g is called geometric occurrence of g in G. If there is
more than one subgraph g′ fulfilling this condition, the geometric occurrence will
be the one that maximizes the expression φ(g, g′).

Definition 7 (Frequency set). Let g be a frequent geometric subgraph in a
collection D, and let Δ(g,D) = {G1, . . . , GN} be its support set. The frequency
set of g is defined as Γ (g,D) = {g′

1, . . . , g
′
N}, where g′

i is the geometric occurrence
of g in Gi.

There are some algorithms finding every frequent geometric subgraph in a given
collection [2,3]. Using these approaches, the construction of the frequency set of
each occurrence is a simple process. One of the novelties presented in this work
is the use of one of these algorithms in fingerprint matching.

3 Fingerprints Representation

In the present work, a fingerprint representation based on the fusion of two
previously proposed approaches is introduced. Thus, there are some aspects that
need to be mentioned. From a geometric point of view, a triangulation of a
set of points P = {p1, · · · , pn} in R2 is a planar subdivision of the plane in
triangles �pipjpk. The vertexes of these triangles are made up by points of
P . A triangulation is considered of Delaunay, and is denoted as TD(P ), if the
circumcircle of every triangle contains no points of P [4].

This triangulation is unique for a specific set P , if there is no circumcircle
with more than three points of P at its border. This characteristic makes TD(P )
very useful in the field of fingerprints recognition. There are some algorithms that
use TD(P ) computed from the coordinates of the minutiae, for representing the
impressions [5]. These representations have some problems since TD(P ) can
suffer great structural changes when minutiae are slightly displaced or when
some of them are missing. Both situations are common in the feature extraction
step, mostly because of the skin elasticity or the occlusions of some fingerprints
parts. In order to deal with the minutiae displacement, Muñoz-Briseño et al. [6]
proposed a representation based on Delaunay triangulations of order k.

Definition 8 (Delaunay triangulation of order k). Let P = {p1, · · · , pn}
be a set of points in R2, for pl, pm, pn ∈ P , �plpmpn is a Delaunay triangle
of order k is its circumcircle contains at most k points of P . Subsequently, a
triangulation of P is of Delaunay of order k, and is denoted as TDk(P ), if every
one of its triangles is of order k.
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The representation proposed on the previously mentioned work is made up by
the set of triangles:

ETk(P ) = TD0(P ) ∪ TDk(P ) (3)

Similarly, Gago-Alonso et al. [7] proposed a representation, denoted as R, that
avoids the problems found when a minutia is not detected. Using the Delaunay
triangulation of order k, in this work we propose a generalized variant as follows.

Definition 9 (Polygonal hull of order k). Let P = {p1, · · · , pn} be a set of
points on R2, and let TDk(P ) be the Delaunay triangulation of order k of P . Let
pi ∈ P , the set Ni denotes the points adjacent to pi in TDk(P ). The polygonal
hull of order k is defined as the Delaunay triangulation of order k of Ni, and is
denoted as Hki.

The final triangle set used in this work is given by the following expression:

Rk(P ) = ETk(P ) ∪ Hk1(P ) ∪ . . . ∪ Hkn(P ) (4)

Figure 2 shows that a Delaunay triangulation can suffer major structural changes
when a point p is not present 2(b) or when its slightly displaced 2(c). How-
ever, the proposed triangles set 2(d) preserves many edges in both situations. In
this context, this implies that our approach can find correspondences between
fingerprints of a same finger, even if some of them have some missing or dis-
placed minutiae. In this way, the set Rk(P ) is robust to displacement and
absence of minutiae. The defined representation also preserves the linearity of
the amount of triangles with respect to the number of minutiae in the impres-
sions. In order to use a geometric subgraph mining algorithm, the associated

p

(a) Delaunay
triangulation

(b) Without p

p

(c) With p
displaced

p

(d) Proposed
representation

Fig. 2. Triangles sets.

graph GR = (VR, ER, IR, JR,KR) of Rk(P ) is defined, where VR represents the
points of P , ER is composed by every edge contained in the triangles of Rk(P )
(every edge is represented only once, even if appears in more than one triangle),
IR : V → {0, 1} is the function that assigns labels to the vertexes (the values of
these labels depend on the minutiae type that each vertex represents, bifurcation
or termination) and JR : E → {0, . . . , 360} is the function that assigns labels to
the edges (computed by subtracting the directions of the minutiae that define
each edge). With the impressions represented as geometric graphs, the mining
method that is the base of the matching algorithm can be applied.
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4 Fingerprint Matching

Let GR1 = (VR1, ER1, IR1, JR1,KR1) and GR2 = (VR2, ER2, IR2, JR2,KR2) be
the graphs that represent two fingerprints. The goal of applying a matching
algorithm to GR1 and GR2 is to determine if the impressions belong to the
same finger, by computing similarity score. For this, the proposal introduced
uses a geometric graph mining algorithm found on the literature [3]. This algo-
rithm will be referred as FreqGeom(D, δ). The idea is to extract correspon-
dences between GR1 and GR2 using their common geometric subgraphs. The
input of FreqGeom(D, δ) is set by a collection D = {GR1, GR2} in which the
mining is performed, and a support. In our case δ = 2, since the matching oper-
ation involves only two graphs. The output of FreqGeom(D, δ) is a set of fre-
quent geometric subgraphs F = {g1, . . . , gn}, and their respective frequency sets
{Γ1, . . . , Γn}. Using F , correspondences between the representations are found.

Let gi = (Vi, Ei, Ii, Ji,Ki) be a geometric subgraph such that gi ∈ F .
The frequency set of gi is conformed in this context by only two graphs
Γi(gi,D) = {g′

i1, g
′
i2}, since |D| = 2. Using this information, a similarity tuple

can be obtained for each frequent geometric subgraphs found, with the form
si = 〈simi, Ti〉 where Ti is the geometric transformation associated to g′

i1 and
g′
i2, and simi is given by the following expression:

simi = (| Vi | + | Ei |) × φ(g′
i1, g

′
i2) (5)

The number of edges and vertexes have a great influence in the similarity value
previously defined, since bigger correspondences should have more weight. Let
S = {s1, . . . , sn} be the set of similarity tuples obtained from the frequent geo-
metric subgraphs F = {g1, . . . , gn} in D; with the goal of computing the final
similarity between GR1 and GR2, an overlapped clustering of n clusters Pj of S,
is performed, where:

Pj = {sk | dt(Tj , Tk) < ε ∀ sk ∈ S, 1 ≤ j, k ≤ M}, (6)

dt(Tj , Tk) = Gs(|λj − λk|) + Gs(d2(txj , tyj , txk, tyk)) + Gs(|ωj − ωk|), (7)

In this case, d2(txj , tyj , txk, tyk) represents the euclidean distance between the
translation components of the involved geometric transformations and Gs is the
gaussian function:

Gs(t) = e
t2

2d2 (8)

This process creates n subsets Pj of S, where each Pj in conformed by the closest
sk to each sj , using the distance function dt(Tj , Tk). Finally, the similarity of
the two representations is given by:

simFinal(GR1, GR2) =
∑

si∈Pj

simi. (9)

where Pj is the subset of S with the higher cardinality. This algorithm is based
on the idea that if some frequent geometric subgraphs are found between two
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Fig. 3. Frequent geometric subgraphs found between two fingerprints of a same finger.

representations of fingerprints, they must have very similar associated geometric
transformations. In Figure 3 an example of a relatively large common subgraph
found using the mining algorithm can be seen.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In the first performed experiment, our proposal was compared with one of the
best state-of-the-art approaches, Minutia Cylinder Code (MCC) [8]. For this,
False Match Rate (FMR) and False Non-Match Rate (FMR) curves were com-
puted with different similarity thresholds values in the FVC2006 DB2 database,
with ε = 2. As can be seen in Figure 4(a), the EER reported by MCC (1.46) is
slightly smaller than the obtained with our algorithm (1.90). However, the val-
ues of FMR and FNMR of MCC increase more abruptly. This fact makes more
difficult the reduction of one measure without affecting the other greatly. Also,
Cumulative Match Curves (CMC) were computed by using the last 11 impres-
sions of each finger of the FVC2006 DB2 as queries. Since the accuracy of the
fingerprint identification algorithms is affected by the number of possible finger-
print candidates, the comparison dataset was established with the remaining 140
fingerprints of the FVC2006 DB2 and with 31258 rolled impressions contained

(a) FMR and FNMR curves (b) CMC curves

Fig. 4. Experimental evaluation.
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in the datasets NIST 27, NIST 4 and NIST 14. In Figure 4(b) the CMC curves
of our proposal are shown, using different values for ε and representations. The
reported accuracy is higher than 96,8% and 98,4% with ε = 2, in the positions
1 and 20, respectively. As can be seen, the best results are reached using the
proposed representation Rk. These results are very promising since only minu-
tiae information was used. Also, the mining methods provide many possibilities
than can be exploited in the future. Each matching was performed in 28 milisec-
onds as average, in a PC with a microprocessor i7, 1.7 Ghz and 8 Gb of RAM.
These values are lower than the average execution time of the 10 best algorithms
reported on FVC2006 competition (53 miliseconds).

6 Conclusions

In this work, a new representation of fingerprints based on the fusion of two pre-
vious works, was proposed. The result of this fusion is a labeled geometric graph
that is able to eliminate most of the noise generated by the absence of minutiae
or the distortions found in the fingerprints. Also, a novel matching algorithm
between these representations was defined, by using frequent subgraphs mining.
In a consolidation step, a coherence criteria between the resulting subgraphs was
applied in order to compute the final similarity. The proposed method shows the
usefulness of the data mining, specifically the geometric subgraphs mining, in
the field of biometrics. Future works are focused on improving FreqGeom in
order to use other benefits of using graphs in fingerprint matching algorithms.
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